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GST revenue  growth dips to a 3-month low in Dec.

1 XPoSat in orbit; to study black holes, neutron stars

3 After Centre’s clarification letter, Hattees get ST
tag

6 Responding to the new COVID-19 sub-variants

6 SIgn of the future

6 Reigniting the flame of India-Korea defence
cooperation

7 Attacks in the Red Sea by the Houthis may hit
India’s oil trade

8 India’s 1991 crisis and the RBI Governor’s role

8 Why did FIU IND act against virtual asset
providers?

9 How radiocarbon dating revolutionised science

10 Jaishankar heads to Nepal this week, power pacts
on agenda 

10 India and Pak. exchange list of nuclear
installations 

12 No tsunami threats to India, says INCOIS

13 Foreign inflows into Indian bonds spike to 6-year
high

II Parliament security breach accused underwent
psychoanalysis – what is it? 

II India in 2023: strides in climatic action, criticism of
conservation

1 ISRO launches ‘Gaganyaan year’ with XPoSat,
India’s eye in deep space

1 Ministries flagged MSP concerns: Low returns to
rising oil imports

5 Aadhar-based system must now, Govt says
may give exemptions on case basis

5 India, Pakistan exchange list of nuke
installations

8 X-ray eye in the sky 

9 An Indic renaissance 

11 ‘No longer looking at import duties as revenue
source in FTA negotiations’

11 High tariffs among reasons behind weak
exports, says GTRI

11 Govt extends PLI for Auto sector by a year

12 How the Northeast was ‘invented’ 52 years ago,
the 2 laws that created it
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